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Introduction In this talk, we examine the syntax and the semantics of subordinate clauses headed by the wh-

word gdzie ‘where’ in Polish. We argue that i) gdzie is base-generated as a concessive head in ActP (Speech 

Act Phrase), and that no movement from a lower position is involved, ii) concessive gdzie-clauses ought to be 

analyzed as disintegrated adverbial clauses adjoining outside the matrix clause structure, and iii) although 

concessive gdzie-clauses exhibit properties of subordinate clauses, they are syntactically not embedded and 

possess their own illocutionary force. 

Phenomenon Cross-linguistically, it is well-known that the wh-word where can introduce embedded wh-

interrogative clauses (Karttunen 1977), free wh-relatives (Caponigro 2003) and modal existential wh-

constructions (Šimík 2011). Polish is not different in this respect: 
 

embedded wh-interrogative clause 

 

free wh-relative clause 

 

modal existential wh-construction 

 

Interestingly enough, in colloquial Polish gdzie can additionally introduce concessive subordinate clauses:  
 

(4) Wybrały mi czarne spodnie, gdzie ja nie noszę czarnego. 

 choose.l-PTCP.N-VIR me.DAT black pants where I NEG wear.1SG black.GEN 

 ‘They bought me black pants, although I don’t wear black.’ (the Spokes corpus (Pęzik 2015); text ID: 4IWE) 
 

In (4), gdzie introduces a concessive relation – p, gdzie q – involving two components. Its at-issue meaning 

expresses that p and q are true; its non-at-issue meaning, in turn, normally presupposes q’ –> ¬p’, whereby p’ 
and q’ are plausible generalizations of p and q, respectively. Applying these components to (4), the speaker 

asserts that black pants were bought (= p) and that (s)he normally does not wear black clothes (= q). At the 

same time, gdzie presupposes that if the speaker wears clothes, they are usually not black, which can be neither 

questioned nor canceled due to the presuppositional nature of gdzie. Derivationally, (4) deviates from (1)–(3). 

The subordinate where-clause in (4) cannot be considered as an embedded wh-interrogative clause because it 

is not selected by any interrogative clause-embedding predicate; nor can it be analyzed as a free locative wh-

relative clause because gdzie, as we show below, does not move from a lower position triggering λ-abstraction 

and giving rise to a type shift from sets of predicates to a predicate of locata, i.e. to an ordinary locative modifier 

(Bücking 2020, Caponigro & Pearl 2009). Finally, a modal existential wh-construction analysis must be ruled 

out too, as (4) lacks an existential clause-embedding verb and an infinitive in the subordinate clause. In what 

follows, we argue that gdzie in (4) is base-generated as an Act-head. 

Analysis We assume gdzie in concessive subordinate clauses to be an Act-head, (5a), involving no movement 

from a lower position, (5b) (a similar proposal has been made by Citko 2000 with regard to the wh-word jak 

‘how’ heading, as a C-head, conditional clauses in Polish): 
 

  (5) a. [ActP [Act
0 gdzie ] [ActP … ]] b. *[ActP [Spec,Act/Act

0 gdziei ] [VP … ti]] 
 

One of the arguments supporting the head status of gdzie is that it blocks extraction:1 
 

(6) *Będzie tam człowiek, [CP2 któregoi [CP2 gdzie ja nienawidę ti] ludzie uwielbiają]. 

•    will.3SG there man       which      where I hate.1SG people adore.3PL 

•    Intended: ‘There will be a man whom people adore, although I hate him.’ 
 

We also claim that concessive subordinate gdzie-clauses in Polish should be analyzed as disintegrated adverbial 

clauses throughout (Haegeman 2003, 2012, Frey 2016, 2020). They prohibit movement to the left periphery of 

the matrix clause, (7), disallow variable binding, (8), and cannot form a single constituent with a complement 

that-clause, (9): 
 

(7) *[Gdzie ja nie noszę czarnego]i wybrały mi czarne spodnie ti 

    where I NEG wear.1SG black.GEN choose.l-PTCP.PL.N-VIR me.DAT black pants 
 

(8) *[Każdy pacjent]i narzeka na tego lekarza, 

    every patient complain.3SG on this doctor.ACC 
 

 
1 Remarkably, if we replace gdzie ‘where’ with the inherent concessive complementizer chociaż ‘although’, (6) becomes grammatical, 

although it is still a clausal adjunct creating a potential island environment. See Biskup & Šimík (2018) for how to account for such 

data. 

(1) Zapytaj go, gdzie mieszka. 

 ask.2SG.IMPER him.ACC where live.3SG 

 ‘Ask him where he lives.’ 

(2) Będę spać, gdzie Ania śpi. 

 will.1SG sleep.INFV where Ania sleep.3SG 

 ‘I’ll sleep where Ania sleeps.’ 

(3) Mam gdzie spać. 

 have.1SG where sleep.INFV 

 ‘I have a place where I can sleep.’ 



(6)   gdzie on przychodzi do niegoi z  wizytą codziennie. 

   where he come.3SG to him.GEN with visit.INS daily 

 Intended: ‘Every patient complains about this doctor, although he visits him every day.’ 
 

(9) *Dyrektor myśli, [CP że nauczyciele będą strajkować, [CP gdzie dostali podwyżki]]. 

   director think.3SG      that  teachers will.3PL strike.INFV      where received pay:raises 

   Intended: ‘The director thinks that teachers will strike, although they got a pay raise.’ 
 

Based on (7)–(9), we take concessive gdzie-clauses to be disintegrated adverbial clauses having their own 

illocutionary force. Since they are not part of the matrix clause structure, it straightforwardly follows that 

concessive gdzie-clauses cannot move to a higher functional projection in the left periphery of the matrix clause, 

(7). The ungrammaticality of (8) is attributed to variable binding principles: a quantifier can bind an agreeing 

pronoun in the subordinate clause iff the quantifier c-commands the pronoun (Chomsky 1981, Enç 1989, 

Büring 2006). When the subordinate gdzie-clause adjoins outside the matrix clause structure, it is obvious that 

the pronoun niego ‘him’ cannot be c-commanded by the quantifier każdy ‘every’. In other words, the concessive 

gdzie-clause must adjoin above the TP layer. This also accounts for the ungrammaticality of (9), where the 

gdzie-clause is taken to be part of the internal CP-argument of the verb myśleć ‘think’. Since concessive gdzie-

clauses are considered non-integrated, they are expected to be syntactically unembeddable. These findings 

suggest that concessive gdzie-clauses attach outside the matrix clause structure. We argue that they are ActPs 

and adjoin at the ActP level of the matrix clause. In the approach developed by Krifka (to appear), a speech act 

contains four distinct layers: propositions, judgements, commitments, and speech acts associated with four 

distinct projections, respectively: Tense Phrase (TP), Judge Phrase (JP), Commitment Phrase (ComP), and 

ActPhrase (ActP). Krifka (to appear) assumes assertions to be linguistic objects requiring a formal 

representation in the syntax. The presence of the last three projections can be backed up by the occurrence of 

appropriate modifiers. For Polish, some of them are listed in (10):      
 

  (10) a. JP modifiers: chyba ‘presumably’, prawdopodobnie ‘probably’, z pewnością ‘certainly’, rzekomo ‘allegedly’; 

 b. ComP modifiers: naprawdę ‘really’, doprawdy ‘truly’, bez przesady ‘without exaggeration’; 

 c. ActP modifiers: jednak ‘however’, szczerzy powiedziawszy ‘to be honest’, innymi słowy ‘in other words’.  
 

Concessive gdzie-clauses as ActPs can host all types of modifiers, containing a JP, a ComP, and an ActP:2 
 

(11) Wczoraj kupili mi nowe auto, gdzie ja 

 yesterday buy.l-PTCP.VIR me.DAT new car where I 
 
 

(11) szczerze  powiedziawszy naprawdę chyba nie lubię jeździć samochodem. 

 honestly saying really presumably NEG like.1SG go.INFV car.INS 
 

 ‘Yesterday, they bought me a new car, although – to be honest – I really presumably don’t like driving.’ 
 

  (12) [ActP [Act
0 gdzie] [ActP ja [Act’ szczerze powiedziawszy [ComP [Com’ naprawdę [JP [J’ chyba [TP …]]]]]]]] 

 

Different predictions follow from the analysis. Firstly, if concessive gdzie-clauses are ActPs that cannot be 

embedded, they are expected to disallow coordination. This prediction is indeed borne out: 
 

(13) *Rodzice kupili Adamowi czarny samochód, gdzie on nie lubi jeździć 

   parents buy. l-PTCP.VIR Adam.DAT black car where he NEG like.3SG go.INFV   

(13)   samochodem i gdzie on nienawidzi czarnego koloru. 

   car.INS and where he hate.3SG black color.GEN 
 

 Intended: ‘His parents bought Adam a black car, although he doesn’t like driving and although he hates black   

color.’ 
 

Coordinating elements, i ‘and’ in (13), are often analyzed as heads, with the right conjunct as sister and the left 

conjunct as specifier (Progovac 2003). Accordingly, the conjuncts are embedded, and the ungrammaticality of 

(13) comes from the non-integrated status of gdzie-clauses. Secondly, by virtue of being ActPs, gdzie-clauses 

possess their own illocutionary force and are therefore able to combine with matrix clauses having a distinct 

illocutionary force. This prediction can be confirmed as well: 
 

(14) Dlaczego sprzedałeś nowe auto? Gdzie kupiłeś je miesiąc temu. 

 why sell.l-PTCP.M.2SG new car where buy.l-PTCP.M.2SG it.ACC month ago 

 ‘Why did you sell the new car? Although you had bought it one month ago.’ 
 

Conclusion Cross-linguistically, it is not surprising that the wh-word where grammaticalizes into a 

complementizer, i.e. into a head. In German, wo can head causal clauses (Taigel 2020), in English pseudo-

locative where-relatives, as Brook & Moulton (2020) convincingly show, where is analyzed as a C-head 

involving relativization over a frame-setting adverbial, which restricts a topic situation. As it turns out, Polish 

subordinate gdzie-clauses uncover another non-canonical use of where-words. 

 
2 Importantly, concessive clauses – similar to causal clauses – can be interpreted as content, epistemic and speech act adverbial clauses 

(Sweester 1990, Iten 2005). Concessive gdzie-clauses can operate on these three levels too. However, for the sake of convenience, we 

focus in this talk on the content level because content adverbial clauses are usually taken to be embedded, i.e. syntactically integrated 

in their host clause. Concessive gdzie-clauses, in turn, are disintegrated throughout, regardless of how they are interpreted.  



Abbreviations  

 

1/2/3 – 1st/2nd/3rd person, ACC – accusative, DAT – dative, GEN – genitive, IMPER – imperative mood, INFV – 

infinitive, INS – instrumental, l-PTCP – l-participle (inflected for number and gender), LOC – locative, N-VIR – 

non-virile, NEG – negation, PL – plural, SG – singular, VIR – virile. 
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